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Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) naturally occur in tokamak plasmas in high confinement mode.
We find in ASDEX Upgrade that the plasma can transition into a state in which the control system
field coil currents, required to continually stabilize the plasma, continually oscillate with the plasma
edge position and total MHD energy. These synchronous oscillations are one-to-one correlated with
the occurrence of natural ELMs; the ELMs all occur when the control system coil current is around
a specific phase. This suggests a phase synchronous state in which nonlinear feedback between
plasma and control system is intrinsic to natural ELMing, and in which the occurrence time of a
natural ELM is conditional on the phase of the control system field coil current.

PACS numbers: 52.27.Gr, 52.35.Mw,52.55.Fa

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale tokamak experiments self-organise to gen-
erate large scale structures and flows with enhanced con-
finement, known as H-mode [1]. Edge localized modes [2–
5] (ELMs) are intense, short duration relaxation events
observed in tokamak H-mode regimes. Typically, in
present day devices a few hundred ELMs occur naturally
in the quasi-stationary phase of H-mode plasmas. Each
ELM releases particles and energy which load the plasma
facing components; scaled up to ITER [6], the largest
such loads are unacceptable [7, 8]. ELMs are also key
in removing plasma impurities which must be achieved
in a controllable manner. Thus ELM prediction, miti-
gation and control [9–20] are central to MCF research.
The peeling-ballooning MHD instability of the plasma
edge is believed to underlie ELM initiation [21–23]. How-
ever a fully comprehensive model for the birth-to-death
ELM cycle is not yet available. These large-scale ex-
periments exhibit nonlinear coupling of plasma physics
processes over several orders of magnitude in spatio-
temporal scale. A ubiquitous aspect of such strongly
connected, many component physical systems is the po-
tential for self-organisation to synchronous states where
nonlinear active feedback between global and local scales
leads to emergent global dynamics [24–26].

Active control of the plasma is required to auto-
matically maintain a global steady state and this is

∗Electronic address: S.C.Chapman@warwick.ac.uk

achieved by the control system’s real-time monitoring of
the plasma ([27] and refs. therein). The control system
takes a variety of inputs, and one of its automatic, in-
ternally generated outputs is to apply voltages to field
coils that regulate the vertical plasma position (verti-
cal stabilization control coils, see Fig 1 of [28]). The
applied voltages modify the currents in the field coils,
generating inductive magnetic fields that react back on
the plasma. In the standard paradigm for the natural
ELM cycle the control system is constantly actively sta-
bilizing the plasma and simply acts on a relatively short
timescale to restore the plasma steady state following an
ELM. The control system is not a part of standard phys-
ical models for the ELM cycle. A new hypothesis [29–32]
is that phase coherent nonlinear feedback between the
plasma and the automatic control system is part of the
observed natural ELM cycle. Importantly, this phase co-
herent feedback which we propose here is distinct from
a scenario whereby the control system causes ELMs by
direct destabilisation, and from the entrainment of trig-
gered ELMs by externally applied vertical magnetic kicks
[9–12] which relies on kicks of sufficiently large amplitude,
typically much larger than that seen in the control system
vertical field coil current during natural ELMing. Phase
coherent feedback in natural ELMing is found on JET
[29–32] in which the occurrence time of natural ELMs
can be conditioned by the phase, rather than the ampli-
tude, of the control system and global plasma dynamics.
If such a relationship exists between the control system
and naturally occurring ELMs, then we would anticipate
that under certain conditions the coupled control sys-
tem and plasma dynamics governing natural ELM oc-
currence can access a state in which they are fully phase
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synchronized [24]. We report the observation of just such
a dynamics here, and discuss the physical context with a
simple example of phase synchronization.

II. DETAILS OF THE TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

We focus on global signals that are all at high time
resolution (' 50 microsecond), examples of which are
shown in Fig.1 for an interval of synchronous dynamics.
The time series will be plotted in this format throughout,
the panels from top to bottom are: (i) the location of the
outboard edge of the plasma (Rout), (ii) an ELM mon-
itor from which we identify the ELM occurrence times,
(iii) total magnetohydrodynamic field and plasma stored
energy (WMHD), (iv) the current in the upper (IuC) and
lower (I lC) field coils (IuC time series are shown), which
are actively used for vertical stabilization of the plasma
by the control system (vertical stabilization control coils,
see Fig. 1 of [28]) and its instantaneous phase (v) and
(vi) the line averaged plasma density (n̄e). We are con-
cerned with the temporal phase of this vertical field coil
current.

The ELM monitor signal performs a steep rise at the
start of each natural ELM from which we can identify
an ELM onset time. The ELM can also be identified
by the steep drop in plasma stored energy WMHD and
sharp inward movement of the plasma outboard edge
Rout. We can apply a simple algorithm across the en-
tire timeseries to identify the time just before the ELM,
at which the stored energy WMHD and outboard edge
Rout are both at peak values just before the ELM. We
determine the ELM occurrence times from the ELM mon-
itor signal using an algorithm as follows (Fig. 1 sec-
ond from top panel). We find a 300pt (0.015s) locally
weighted regression (LOESS) running mean R(t) which
down-weights outliers (red line). We then subtract this
running mean from the ELM monitor signal I(t) giving
S(t) = I(t) − R(t). We select as a threshold TH(t) the
running mean plus one standard deviation of S(t) (green
line). ELM onsets can be seen at the time when the ELM
monitor is sharply rising which we identify as time tR (of
the data point before) the first up-crossing time when
S(t) > TH(t) (open blue circles). The end of the ELM
crash is identified as the time when the ELM monitor
falls below the same threshold at time tF (of the data
point before) the first down crossing time S(t) < TH(t)
following the ELM monitor peak, (filled red circles). To
test the idea that the control system is in continual feed-
back with the plasma-ELMing process and so influences
ELM onset, as well as responding to ELM crash, we also
identify a time tB just before the beginning of the ELM.
We find that a single value of the time interval dt used to
define tB = tR−dt, when applied to both these plasmas,
can quite closely identify the time just before the ELM
monitor trace performs a steep rise at ELM onset. From
Fig. 1 we can see that tB also quite closely identifies the
time where the MHD energy is maximal, and where the
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FIG. 1: Time traces plotted for a short time window within
interval t = 6.4s to 7.1s of synchronous dynamics in plasma
30416 showing one-to-one correlation between ELM occur-
rence and vertical control system current temporal phase.
From top to bottom (black traces): the edge position (Rout);
the ELM monitor; the total plasma MHD energy (WMHD);
the current in the upper vertical control system coil (IuC);
its analytic temporal phase (φ(IuC)) and the averaged plasma
density (n̄e). Filled blue circles are at times for all the ELMs
just before the start of each ELM crash, tB = tR − 0.35ms
where tR is the ELM onset time. Additional times determined
from the ELM monitor signal are also plotted: the ELM onset
time tR (open blue circles) and end time tF (filled red circles)
at the ELM monitor signal upcrossing and downcrossing of a
threshold (green line) one standard deviation away from the
running baseline (red line) of the ELM monitor signal. The
ELM monitor signal for one ELM is annotated with times
tB , tR and tF for clarity. This short time interval is indicated
by the red bar in Figure 3 top panel.

plasma edge position Rout is at a peak value just before
each ELM crash (times tB are shown as filled blue circles
on the plots). Throughout we will use dt ' 0.35ms or 7
data points. To avoid detection of multiple crossings due
to noise, S(t) is a 5 point running average of the original
signal and we exclude multiple crossings within 50 data
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points of each other.
The control system field coil current instantaneous

phase φ(IuC) is obtained from the analytic signal S(t) +
iH(t) = A exp[iφ(t)] (H(t) is the Hilbert transform of
S(t)). This defines an instantaneous temporal analytic
amplitude A(t) and phase φ(t) = ω(t)t. We compute
the analytic signal by Hilbert transform over the entire
plasma flat top after removing the time-varying baselines

of the Iu,lC by subtracting a 1000 pt running LOESS mean
(red line in Fig. 1). Baseline removal is required in order
to obtain positive instantaneous frequency, that is, time
increasing analytic phase from the Hilbert transform for
the characteristic signal oscillations. Provided that the
signal crosses the baseline on each such oscillation, the
analytic phase is insensitive to the details of the baseline.
Phases are given relative to the average < φ(tB) > over
all ELMs in the interval.

III. OVERVIEW OF INTERVALS OF
SYNCHRONOUS DYNAMICS IN PLASMAS

30416 AND 30930

We present here two examples of intervals of syn-
chronous dynamics in the steady state H-mode flat-top of
ASDEX Upgrade plasmas 30416 and 30930. We have [33]
briefly discussed an example in another ASDEX-Upgrade
plasma, 30792, which had parameters IP = 0.8MA,
Bt = −2.5T n̄e ∼ 6.7 × 1019m−3), neutral beam heat-
ing (NBI) PNBI = 2.5MW and electron cyclotron reso-
nant heating of 1.3MW . An estimate of the ELM fre-
quency from the average inter-ELM time interval over the
time intervals of synchronous dynamics gives 66.7s−1 and
80s−1 for plasma 30416 and plasma 30930 respectively.
The change in conditions that coincides with the transi-
tion to synchronous dynamics is different for these two
cases.

A. Plasma 30416 overview and time domain
behaviour

Fig. 2 gives an overview of this plasma which has pa-
rameters Ip = 0.8MA,BT = 2.5T, PNBI = 2.5MW , and
ne ∼ 5.7 × 1019m−3 . Electron cyclotron resonant heat-
ing (ECRH) of 1.2MW at 140GHz ends at t = 6.2s. At
the time of the ECRH switch-off the total MHD energy
drops by about 6% and we then see a transition to a
synchronous state; this dynamics persists until t ' 7.1s,
after which the plasma terminates. This transition is
shown in more detail in Fig. 3, and Fig. 1 shows a short
(0.1s) time interval of synchronous dynamics. The nat-
ural ELM crash generates a sharp drop in total plasma
energy (WMHD) and an inward movement of the plasma
edge (Rout). Following the transition to synchronous dy-
namics at t ' 6.2s we can see that at times tB (filled
blue circles) the IuC current temporal phase of its oscil-
latory behaviour is around the same value (zero, phases
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FIG. 2: Experimental plasma parameters for the latter part
of plasma 30416. Top panel: Neutral beam injection (NBI)
heating (blue line) and plasma radiation (red line) are con-
stant. Electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH, purple
line) is stepped down at t = 6.2s. Second panel: Total MHD
stored energy which drops at ECRH switch-off. Third panel:
Line averaged plasma density which is enhanced on pellet in-
jection. Fourth panel: Pellet monitor spikes identify pellet
times. Fifth panel: ELM monitor (blue line) from which we
identify the ELM occurrence times as the rise in the thermo-
electric current observed at a tile in the divertor region, and
pellet monitor (black line) and sixth panel: ELM frequency.

are plotted w.r.t. the average). This time tB is where the
WMHD and Rout are locally at peak values just before
each natural ELM occurs, (rise in the ELM monitor and
sharp drop in WMHD and Rout). Before the ECRH heat-
ing switch-off, they occur over a broad range of φ(IuC).
This synchronous dynamics persists whilst two pellets
are injected during this interval, one of which enhances
the line averaged plasma density (n̄e) by about 7%. For
comparison, Fig. 4 plots a short time interval before the
transition to synchronous dynamics, it is of the same time
duration, (0.1s), and in the same format, as Fig 1.

B. Plasma 30930 overview and time domain
behaviour

Fig. 5 gives an overview of this plasma which has pa-
rameters Ip = 0.8MA,BT = 2.5T, PNBI = 2.3MW and
n̄e ∼ 6.2 × 1019m−3. Electron cyclotron resonant heat-
ing of 1.8MW at 140GHz ends at t = 8.0s. An overview
plot in the same format as Fig. 3 is given in Fig 6. From
t = 2.0−2.6s there is a shift in plasma position, and just
after the plasma has passed the maximum shift in Rout
we see a transition to synchronous dynamics at about
t = 2.35s. The synchronous dynamics ends after t = 2.7s
where there is a NBI beam dropout with corresponding
drop in WMHD; following this there is a sequence of in-
jected pellets that modify the plasma, the first of these
can be seen to enhance the line averaged plasma density
(n̄e) by about 3-4%.

More detailed plots are given in Figs. 7-10 which are
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FIG. 3: Vertical control system current temporal phase just
before each natural ELM becomes localised following the tran-
sition to synchronous dynamics which occurs after t ' 6.2s in
plasma 30416. The format of the plot is a simplified version
of that of Fig. 1. from top to bottom (black traces): the edge
position (Rout); the ELM monitor; the total plasma MHD
energy (WMHD); the current in the upper vertical control
system coil (IuC); its analytic temporal phase (φ(IuC)) and the
averaged plasma density (n̄e). Filled blue circles are at times
for all the ELMs just before the start of each ELM crash,
tB = tR − 0.35ms where tR is the ELM onset time.

plotted in the same format as Fig 1. Fig 7 plots the full
time interval t = 2.35 − 2.7s of synchronous dynamics.
We can see that again, at time tB (filled blue circles) the
IuC current temporal phase of its oscillatory behaviour
is found to be around the same value (zero, phases are
plotted w.r.t. the average) when the WMHD and Rout are
locally at peak values just before each natural ELM oc-
curs (rise in the ELM monitor and sharp drop in WMHD

and Rout). Plots of short (0.1s) intervals are given to
provide a comparison of the synchronous dynamics (Fig.
8) and the behaviour at times before (Fig. 9) and after
(Fig. 10) in plasma 30930.
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FIG. 4: Time traces plotted for a 0.1 s time window (of the
same duration as in Fig. 1) at a time before the transition
to synchronous dynamics in plasma 30416. Format is as in
Fig.1. This short time interval is indicated by the blue bar in
Figure 3 top panel.
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FIG. 5: Experimental plasma parameters for the early part
of plasma 30329, in the same format as Fig.2. The plasma
position is shifted during t = 2.0− 2.6s and at t = 2.75s, the
NBI beam drops shortly, changing the heating. Following this
is the first of a sequence of injected pellets.
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FIG. 6: Vertical control system current temporal phase just
before each natural ELM becomes localised following the
transition to synchronous dynamics which occurs between
t ' 2.35 − 2.7s in plasma 30930. The format of the plot
is a simplified version of that of Fig. 1; from top to bottom
(black traces): the edge position (Rout); the ELM monitor;
the total plasma MHD energy (WMHD); the current in the
upper vertical control system coil (IuC); its analytic temporal
phase (φ(IuC)) and the averaged plasma density (n̄e). Filled
blue circles are at times for all the ELMs just before the start
of each ELM crash, tB = tR − 0.35ms where tR is the ELM
onset time.

IV. STATISTICAL QUANTIFICATION OF
PHASE ALIGNMENT

We now quantify the level of phase bunching. The
temporal analytic phase at which each kth ELM oc-
curs φk defines a unit magnitude complex variable rk =
eiφk . A measure of phase alignment is the magni-
tude of the vector sum, normalized to N , the Rayleigh

number: R = 1
N |

∑N
k=1 rk | If R = 1 the tem-

poral phases are completely aligned. An estimate of
the p-value under the null hypothesis that the vec-
tors are uniformly distributed around the circle is [34]:

FIG. 7: Time traces plotted for the full time interval t =
2.35−2.7s of synchronous dynamics in plasma 30930. Format
is as in Fig.1.

p = exp
[√

1 + 4N + 4N2(1−R2)− (1 + 2N)
]
; a small

value of p indicates significant departure from uniformity,
i.e. the null hypothesis can be rejected with 95% confi-
dence for p < 0.05.

Figs. 11 and 12 (left panels) plot histograms of the
IuC and I lC phases at all natural ELM occurrence times
for time intervals of synchronous dynamics in plasmas
30416 and 30329 respectively. For comparison (right pan-
els), we also plot histograms for all ELMs occurring in
intervals of equal duration at times outside of the in-
tervals identified with synchronous dynamics. Statistics
are shown for the phases at the ELM onset times (up-
per panel, tR) and just before the ELM (lower panel,
tB); we calculate Rayleigh’s R at both these times. In
both plasma 30416 and 30329 we observed R > 0.85 for
ELMs occuring in time intervals of synchronous dynam-
ics (p < 10−5 for all cases of synchronized dynamics)
for the upper field coil current IuC . The lower field coil
current I lC is at antiphase to that in IuC and shows the
same level of phase bunching in 30329 and slightly weaker
phase bunching in 30416. These field coils interact with
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FIG. 8: Time traces plotted for a short time window of the
same duration as in Fig. 1 at a time within the interval of
synchronous dynamics in plasma 30930. Format is as in Fig.1.
This short time interval is indicated by the red bar in Figure
6 top panel.

the plasma in a manner that does not vary toroidally and
in this sense act to modify global plasma dynamics. Im-
portantly, we see equally strong phase synchronization
when each ELM onset has begun and at a time before
it; thus this phase relationship is not simply due to the
response of the control system to each ELM crash, it in-
volves the active feedback between control system and
plasma that is constantly occurring. For comparison, at
times outside of the intervals identified with synchronous
dynamics (right panels) plots these we find R < 0.4 and
R < 0.25 for IuC and I lC respectively.

V. SYNCHRONOUS DYNAMICS

Figs. 13 and 14 show the synchronized dynamics of
control system and plasma. These plots are constructed
for the intervals of synchronous dynamics t = 6.4s to
7.1s in plasma 30416, and t = 2.35s to 2.7s in plasma
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FIG. 9: Time traces plotted for a short time window of the
same duration as in Fig. 1 at a time before the interval of
synchronous dynamics in plasma 30930. Format is as in Fig.1.
This short time interval is indicated by the first blue bar in
Figure 6 top panel.

30930. In each of these figures the left hand pan-
els plot the running mean subtracted location of the
plasma outer edge Rout− < Rout > and the total plasma
MHD energy WMHD− < WMHD > versus the (running
mean subtracted) current in the control system field coils
Iuc − < Iuc > for the interval where there is synchronous
dynamics. Blue circles plot the signal values just before
each ELM, at time tB . For each ELM, the plasma and
control system together execute a cycle: (a) there is a
build up during which the plasma total energy increases
with little change in the outer edge location whilst the
current in the control system coils becomes more nega-
tive followed by (b) the ELM crash, in which both the
total energy sharply drops and the plasma edge moves
rapidly inward whilst the control system current does
not change significantly then (c) a recovery in which the
control system becomes more positive, the plasma edge
moves outwards and the total energy at first does not
change significantly. The control system field coil cur-
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FIG. 10: Time traces plotted for a short time window of the
same duration as in Fig. 1 at a time after the interval of
synchronous dynamics in plasma 30930. Format is as in Fig.1.
This short time interval is indicated by the second blue bar
in Figure 6 top panel.

rent (IuC) phase orders the global plasma dynamics as
captured by the total plasma energy and edge location;
the right hand panels plot these quantities versus IuC sig-
nal phase. Just before the ELM onset, at time tB (blue
circles) the IuC phases are clustered about zero and we
can see that the build up (a) and recovery (c) occur over
two halves ([−π, 0] and [0, π] ) of the (IuC) control system
current cycle. This synchronous dynamics can be quite
stable, the synchronous dynamics in plasma 30416 per-
sists whilst an injected pellet enhances the line averaged
plasma density n̄e by about 7%.

VI. DISCUSSION

There are several possible physics scenarios that could
generate this observed phase coherent dynamics and to
differentiate them we discuss some examples here. The
suggestion that in natural ELMing ‘the control system
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FIG. 11: Each set of four panels plots histograms of instan-
taneous temporal phases of the current in the vertical control
system coils at the ELM occurrence times (tR, upper panels)
and at times just before (tB , lower panels) with Rayleigh’s R
values (top left), each panel. The left hand set of panels are
for all ELMs that occur in the time interval t = 6.4s to 7.1s
of synchronous dynamics in plasma 30416 and confirm strong
phase localization in the upper (IuC) coils and to a lesser ex-
tent, the lower (IlC) coils. The right hand set of panels are
for all ELMs that occur in a time interval of equal duration
before the transition to synchronous dynamics, t = 5.5s to
6.2s.

and plasma [is] behaving as a single nonlinearly cou-
pled system, rather than as driver and response’ was first
made by some of the present authors in the context of
JET [29]. In these JET plasmas we found that the phase
of toroidal full flux loop signals became aligned around a
single value just before the onset of each natural ELM[29–
32]. In particular [30] we found a class of prompt natural
ELMs which are at distinct short inter-ELM time inter-
vals that occur at a specific phase of the plasmas own re-
sponse to the previous ELM. For these ELMs, the initial
ELM and its successor form a linked pair, in that the sec-
ond ELM arises near the end of the first. We would thus
expect under some plasma conditions a global dynam-
ics in which all the ELMs are ‘prompt’, with each ELM
directly following the previous one. We have identified
just such a dynamics here on ASDEX Upgrade in which
the excursions of the control system and perturbations
in the plasma are completely phase synchronized [24–
26], with their synchronous oscillations coinciding with
the occurrence times of all the natural ELMs. In such a
synchronous state, continual non-linear feedback between
global plasma dynamics and control system is intrinsic to
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FIG. 12: Each set of four panels plots histograms of instan-
taneous temporal phases of the current in the vertical control
system coils at the ELM occurrence times (tR, upper panels)
and at times just before (tB , lower panels) with Rayleigh’s R
values (top left), each panel. The left hand set of panels are
for all ELMs that occur in the time interval t = 2.35 − 2.7s
of synchronous dynamics in plasma 30930 and confirm strong
phase localization in both the upper (IuC) coils and the lower
(IlC) coils. The right hand set of panels are for all ELMs that
occur in a time interval of equal duration after the end of the
interval of synchronous dynamics, t = 2.7s to 3.05s.

natural ELMing.

ELMs can also be triggered externally. One method is
to modify the conditions at the edge by injecting quickly
ionizing frozen deuterium pellets [15–17]. Toroidally non-
uniform magnetic perturbations also can modify ELMs
[18–20]. Externally applied vertical magnetic kicks [9–12]
are used to pace ELMs, they exert a force on the large
toroidal current carried by the plasma which induces ver-
tical plasma motion. These vertical magnetic kicks are
induced by pulsing the current in the same vertical sta-
bilization field coils, discussed here, that are used by the
control system to regulate the plasma. In particular, (see
for example Fig. 8 of [12]) kick experiments that can scan
a range of kick frequencies find that the more closely the
kick frequency approaches the frequency of natural ELM-
ing, the smaller the kick amplitude required to trigger
ELMs. This is consistent with entrainment where the
ELMs are forced, or entrained, to occur at the kick fre-
quency. It raises the possibility of a resonant interaction
between control system and plasma. This possibility was
then explored on JET by [35] who as in [29–31] found
the ‘simplest and clearest evidence’ for the involvement
of the control system in natural ELMing to be in toroidal
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FIG. 13: Vertical control system current phase orders ELM
cycle dynamics in plasma 30416. The mean subtracted loca-
tion of the plasma outer edge (upper panels) and the total
plasma MHD energy (lower panels) are plotted versus the
mean subtracted current in the control system field coils (left
panels) and its phase (right panels). The signals are plotted
for the full interval of synchronous dynamics t = 6.4 − 7.1s
(grey dots). One cycle of this dynamics, from one ELM to
the next, is overplotted (solid black line). All ELMs occur-
ring in t = 6.4 − 7.1s are shown; for each ELM, the signals
at the time tB just before ELM onset are plotted (blue filled
circles). The dynamics is a build up phase (a) terminating in
ELM onset, followed by the ELM crash (b) and recovery (c).

full flux loop signals. In addition [35] identified vertical
displacements, consistent with a mechanism analogous to
the magnetic kick experiments.

Resonant instability is a fundamental aspect of active
feedback control (for a simple mechanical example see
[36]). If the control system has an unstable region of its
frequency response and if the ELMs happen to naturally
occur at this resonant frequency of the control system or
one of its harmonics, then the control system will sympa-
thetically oscillate at large amplitude with the ELM cycle
and one will see phase correlation. The ASDEX Upgrade
control system is specifically designed to suppress known
plasma instabilities [27]. It does this on a fast timescale:
‘the entire control loop is executed in a base cycle of
up to 1ms duration. This length is given by the response
time of ASDEX Upgrade fastest actuator, the power sup-
ply for the vertical stabilisation coils.’ [27]. The control
system takes as its inputs multiple plasma properties, in-
cluding parameters inferred from plasma equilibria cal-
culated in real time. Examples of these are the plasma
stored energy WMHD and the edge position Rout which
are at ∼ 50 microsecond time resolution. There are also
possible time-lags in the coupling between control system
and plasma. On ASDEX Upgrade there is passive verti-
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FIG. 14: Vertical control system current phase orders ELM
cycle dynamics in plasma 30930. The format is the same as
in the previous figure. The signals are plotted for the full
interval of synchronous dynamics t = 2.35 − 2.7s. One cycle
of this dynamics, from one ELM to the next, is overplotted
(solid black line). All ELMs occurring in t = 2.35 − 2.7s are
shown; for each ELM, the signals at the time tB just before
ELM onset are plotted (blue filled circles). The dynamics is
a build up phase (a) terminating in ELM onset, followed by
the ELM crash (b) and recovery (c).

cal position control by the passive stabilizing loop (PSL,
see Fig 1 of [28]). The vertical stabilization coils may be
too far from the plasma for a fast vertical position correc-
tion. Nevertheless, voltage pulse trains applied to these
vertical stabilization field coils are capable of achieving
kicked or entrained ELMs.

For resonance with the control system to feature in
the physics of natural ELMing would require a frequency
matching between the natural ELMs and the control sys-
tem. An estimate of the ELM frequency observed here
is given by the average inter-ELM time interval over
the time intervals of synchronous dynamics. These are
66.7s−1 and 80s−1 for plasma 30416 and plasma 30930
respectively. Whilst resonance cannot be excluded, it
would require quite specific conditions for the plasma and
control system.

In contrast, phase synchronization can occur over a
broad range of conditions[24]. An exemplar is Huygens’
observation that several pendulum clocks placed on a
shelf will in time become completely synchronized with
each other. This is a physical analogue for systems which
can become phase synchronized through the interaction
with a mean field, or through active feedback from a con-
trol system.

Importantly, the elements of synchronized systems in
general do not execute simple harmonic motion, instead
they have limit cycle dynamics. Huygens’ clock pendula,

for example, slowly lose energy by damping, and then
once per cycle, gain energy almost instantaneously from
the clock escapement mechanism. Under time reversal
this becomes integrate-and-fire dynamics, which is also
a central characteristic of the natural ELM cycle: the
system slowly gains total energy which it then releases
during the ELM on a fast timescale. It has been found
that ‘regardless of the ratio between the pendulum fre-
quency and the natural frequency of the platform, both
synphaseous and antiphaseous motions of the pendulums
are stable’ [[37] p. 154]. Huygens’ clocks are found exper-
imentally to phase synchronize when placed on a bench
that is free to move, or on a solidly anchored house beam.
Phase synchronization thus encompasses rich dynamics.
Huygens’ clocks are still an active area of research with
dynamics including period doubling and the bifurcation
route to chaos [38]. Key properties, such as the frequency
of synchronous dynamics, emerge from the coupled sys-
tem and can be different to those of the individual el-
ements: Huygens’ clocks on the shelf can become slow
[39].

Further work that explores a wider range of plasma
conditions is needed to determine over what range of
ELM frequencies synchronization can occur. In particu-
lar, during intervals of synchronous dynamics, the phase
relationship found in the control system field coils should
hold even if the ELM frequency is drifting. An informa-
tive experiment would be to see if the plasma could be
continually maintained in a synchronous state with fixed
phase relationship whilst plasma conditions are slowly
changed to sweep the ELM frequency. This might distin-
guish between different physical scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We report observational support for a new hypoth-
esis [29–32] that naturally occurring ELMs can result
from phase coherent nonlinear feedback between plasma
and the control system that is required to stabilize the
plasma. We suggest that this is an example of phase syn-
chronization; it involves phase coherent feedback and is a
distinct mechanism from that of the entrainment of trig-
gered ELMs by externally applied vertical magnetic kicks
[9–12] which relies on kicks of sufficiently large ampli-
tude, typically much larger than that seen in the control
system vertical field coil current during natural ELMing.
The vertical control coil current phase may provide a pa-
rameter that orders ELM cycle dynamics even if the ELM
frequency is drifting. On JET we found a class of prompt
[29–32] natural ELMs that occur at a specific phase of the
plasmas own response to the previous ELM. We would
thus expect under some plasma conditions a global dy-
namics where all the ELMs are ‘prompt’ with each ELM
directly following the previous one. We have identified
just such a dynamics here on ASDEX Upgrade in which
the excursions of the control system and perturbations
in the plasma are completely phase synchronized [24–
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26], with their synchronous oscillations coinciding with
the occurrence times of all the natural ELMs. In such a
synchronous state, continual non-linear feedback between
global plasma dynamics and control system is intrinsic to
natural ELMing.

When there is fully synchronous dynamics, the ELM
occurrence times and energies become more predictable
with ELMs naturally occurring at a specific phase of the
vertical control coil current and with a frequency which is
an emergent property of the non-linearly coupled control
system and plasma. This may provide real-time opera-
tional information on the likelihood of ELM occurrence,
suggesting mitigation strategies in which the vertical con-
trol system phase is used to modify natural ELMs. It
suggests the possibility that in these fully synchronous
states the coupled plasma, control system and environ-
ment, taken as a single system, could be tuned to give

natural ELMing at a frequency which in turn may lead
to more benign levels of peak heat load to plasma facing
components.
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